
Only Man has set up a system
to offer its young multiple

answers to universal “Whys?”
so the young can sort the

answers for the best fit for
their condition, situation or

circumstance.

Only Man can ask — Why?
Only Man collects

the answers to — Why?

In America,
that system is called

“schooling”.

In America, it is the
“Right” of every citizen to
have access to schooling

that will provide them with
answers to their — Whys?

To gain their “Rights”
citizens need to be

taught how they can best
acquire the answers to

their — Whys?

To obtain their “Rights”
citizens need to be

taught how to sort and
prioritize their —

Whys?

The pursuit of “WHY?WHY?WHY?WHY?WHY?”
separates Man from

other mammals.

To sustain their “Rights”
citizens need to be

taught how to remember
the answers to their —

Whys?

To maintain their
“Rights” citizens need to
be taught how to apply
the answers to their

“Whys?” so they can —
Survive and Thrive.

Schooling should provide
each citizen with the

answers to enough “Whys?”
to create a self-sufficient
citizen who can become a
self-reliant, Wise adult.

“Learn HoLearn HoLearn HoLearn HoLearn Howwwww —————Here!Here!Here!Here!Here!”
makes up for the deficiencies
of current U.S. Schooling and
helps citizens obtain answers
to their “Whys?” so they can

“Live Long & Prosper” \\\\\\\\\\_____//////////

Building Bridges Across the River — WHY?

Learn How –
Here!

• What has been
• Conventional wisdom

• Iteration

• Adaptive
• Competitive
• Innovative

Left Brain

Right Brain

WHAT IS WHAT CAN BE

KNOWLEDGE KNOWLEDGE KNOWLEDGE

God’s Natural Law – “Survival of the Fittest”
The “Fittest” Spiritually and Temporally know “Why?”

“Learn How – Here!”

Contender’s Folder
Folder for individual session asignments

and reference materials.
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Learn How — Here!
A Back-To-Basic Process for Rebooting an Individual’s Physiology-based
Learning Fundamentals while Earning a “Degree of Competence”
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(Church’s Name and Contact  Information Can Go Here)
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2

Develop Communication Skills
that make you look like “the
smartest person in the room”
1) Speech that commands attention.
2) Listening, hearing, recording and

recounting what is being said.
3) Writing and form-filling that

demonstrates competence.

Acquire SciTech Workforce Compe-
tencies = Move to the head of the
employment/raise/promotion line
Level 1: Degree of Competence —

“i4C & iCan Do 3”
1) Communicate; 2) Calculate;

3) Comprehend; 4) Complement
Initiate/Iterate/Integrate = max Productivity

Build Competitive Advantages
at school and/or work
1) Raising standardized test scores 20%+

while studying less (school or work).
2) Become a quick-study, faster learner.
3) Know how to collaborate.
4) Determining what is the least you

need to know about anything. How
to write “Factoids”.

1

■ Building Learning Skills
All learning is physiology-based. Physiology-based
learning tools include manual dexterity, hand and eye
coordination, making the noisy sounds of speech –
hearing – recognizing – compounding (http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=-SObetOJ_yY)
• Words: recognize, pronounce and enunciate standard
American English, build workplace jargon (vocabulary)
Google • Seeing and saying • Seeing and doing •
Hearing and doing • Giving instructions
• Write so others can read what you have to say.

Goals: Make your life — Easier,
Safer and more-Satisfying
• Be “the first hired and the last fired” for any job applied for

that does not have restrictive qualifications (i.e., technical degree,
experience level beyond three years, a state license, gender
specific, etc.)

• Be in the top 10% of any K–16 class in an accredited school in
Florida, irrespective of other students’ scholastic achievements.

• Earn a Degree of Competence that can
close the employment gap between non-
high school graduates vs. college graduates
in Florida (just like they do in Silicon Valley).

                                                               There are almost 5 million jobs available in
the U.S. today (the most job openings since 2000). Employers are reluctant to hire
because they have no reliable criteria for selecting the best employee prospects.

College Degrees identify the best students. However, the best students don’t make
the best employees in the “non-routine” jobs of the SciTech world of the 21st Century
(as Silicon Valley, California, so testifies). The top 40% of the 21st Century U.S. work-
force will be non-routine, results-oriented, entrepreneurial positions that add-value to
a company’s bottom line. You can “Learn How – Here!”

Life is a series of
Games-People-Play
to logically deal with
chaos (aka, Life).
Becoming a Player: You need
to know the rules to defend,
score and achieve your goals.

Planning = what to do next ➠ Procedure = how to do it ➠ Process  = doing it ➠ Strategize = when, going where with tangible milestones

➠

How-To Develop — Necessary Skills, Competencies and  Strategies
■ Playing the Employment Game
Identify yourself as a “special player” by demonstrating
an understanding of the employer’s perspectives.

1) ROI is the driving force in the workplace. (Can
employer make money on your skill sets?)

2) Cultural Adaptation (This is the way we do things here.)

3) Workplace Social Skills (Know how-to go along to get
along, without selling your soul.)

4) Workforce Skills: Self-start? Push-start? Kick-start?
Drag-along? No-start?

■ Demonstrate Employment Skills
Employment Competencies: Demonstrate communication
skills and calculating skills when —
1) Filling out the application; 2) Cover letter / Resumé;
3) References; 4) Interview.

Employment Strategies: Demonstrate calculating and
comprehension skills during Interview when discussing —
1) Job offer; 2) Position’s options and opportunities;
3) Who decides; 4) Feedback.

Take control of the interview: “Degree Of Competence”

■ Demonstrate Employee Competencies
“Initiation” demonstrates an understanding and the
capability of self-starting. (ROI)

“Iteration” demonstrates an understanding and
comprehension of productivity. (Station Synthesis)

“Integration” demonstrates an understanding of the
Production Process. (Workflow Collaboration)

Factoids: Efficiently define and catalogue “what is the
least you need to know” which facilitates retention and
On-Demand recall. (a Quick-Study Employee)

Ages8 – 86

BREAKING NEWS! (2014) The State
of Florida Legislature and the Florida
Department of Education have legally
identified Blacks as “inferior”.

“Learn How – Here!” can prove it is not
the students who are inferior. It is the
politicians and their public institutions.

Students don’t fail Florida’s schools.
Florida’s schools fail their students.

Objectives of “Learn How – Here!” Process
Presented  at our Skype-based “Oratorium” (hopefully hosted at your local church’s Skype station)

Get a well-paying Job that’s right
for you —“Become the first hired
and the last fired”
1) An Application that gets in the top

three applicants. (app letter)
2) A Resume that gets an Interview.
3) An Interview that gets a job offer.
4) Accepting the job you want with

acceptable compensation.

4

front of the lineBe at the front of the line for – a job – a raise – a promotion
– or –  be at the head of the class at school!



Level One

Degree of Competenceb

a

EARNED BY

Name of Graduate

SCHOLASTIC ENGINEERING

DATE

AWARDED BY

MEDIARY

i4C & iCan Do 3
Communicate + Calculate + Comprehend + Complement

Initiate >> Iterate >> Integrate = Improve a position’s productivity to +28%
Station Synthesis to +16% >> Workflow Collaboration to +12%

© 2014. Copyright. John M. Comer / Jill C. Applegate /  Church of Our Founding Fathers LLC / Scholastic Engineering, LLC.  All rights reserved. info@ChurchOfOurFoundingFathers.org

Earn a Level 1: Degree of Competence = i4C & iCan Do 3
That can accompany a job application or performance review.

Sample
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION —
PLEASE VISIT: www.KeysToTheKingdomOfAmerica.com

REGISTRATION NO.
1-000-00000
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Be at the front of the line  for – a job – a raise – a promotion

– or –  be at the head of the class at school!

front of the line
head of the class

➠➠

“Learn How–Here!” is a How-To, Do-It-
Yourself (DIY) Process that takes about
12–24 weeks for a self-paced participant to
complete. Tutors/Mentors show participants
How-To do something, then the participant
learns To-Do and meet the standards on

their own time and perhaps place. After
the initial Process, “Learn How–Here!” can
become an Open Enrollment, ungraded,
non-graded, self-paced, tutoring/mentoring
Process with regularly scheduled, topic-
oriented How-To sessions.
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